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This paper is a gendered reading of mathematical proportion and the 
human body in the architecture of the ancients. It discusses how body 
centred proportion, derived from empirical observation are projected onto 
architecture as ideal mathematical measurement between proportion, the 
human body and architecture. Often identified through the male body 
proportional rules of measurement present a form of masculinity that 
concerns strength, bareness and beauty. A critical reading of a number of 
ancient architectural treatises is made using contemporary gender and 
sexuality theories to show that proportion and the architectural orders of the 




Without needing to explain the origin of gender stratification, this paper 
examines one way in which architecture has constructed and maintained 
gendered spatial relationships through the use of mathematical ideals and 
rules. Many of the historical architectural writings examined in this paper 
have at times been promoted for their objective ‘value free’ accounts. 
Accordingly architecture has promoted what appears to be a gender free 
historical truth. Smith suggested that such accounts claim to see only 
history, that is, without the prejudices and preferences of the individual 
historian (Smith 1998:2). At the same time when we think of great writers 
and creators of architectural masterpieces we imagine them as male. We 
can say that historically architecture is credited with a professional male 
activity and resists gender neutrality. Architecture may, like history, produce 
“universally true important, and objective reflections of reality; but on the 
other hand it has traditionally worked best if the observer is male” (Smith 
1998:3).  
 
In this paper ‘rule of thumb,’ classical rules and proportional systems that 
appear to offer ‘universal truths’ are seen to be accompanied by the 
elevation of men and the concomitant devaluation of women – that is by 
gender hierarchy. Indeed the ‘rule of thumb’ is derived from the husband’s 
authority over his wife, in that a rule of thumb was a tradition that allowed a 
husband to beat his wife with a whip or stick no bigger in diameter than his 
thumb. As measurements based on experience rather than science these 
‘rules’ are often thought to have originated in English common law. 
However, Freyd and Johnson (1998) note that despite there being no legal 
status to a ‘rule of thumb’ its origin is located in wife beating. In 
understanding a ‘rule of thumb’ as an act of domestic violence aimed at the 
suppression of women by force, it is no longer a simple folk phrase. In both 
Fisher’s (1998) study on elite Athenian men and Alston’s (1998) paper on 
Roman soldiers, violence is integrated into the definition of manhood. It is 
never a characteristic of the feminine. Indeed, Foxhall (1998) suggests that 
masculinity is in part defined by the ability to control women in order to 
highlight male superiority. 
 
Reason and rationality have long been associated with the mind and 
masculinity, whereas irrationality and emotion have been associated with 
the body and femininity (Lloyd 1993). Lloyd further argues that Reason is 
socially constructed and validated as masculine. Even in music a 
mathematical art closely allied to the architecture of the ancients, Susan 
Mclay has found that the formal elements of music are discussed as 
‘masculine’ and of high quality, leaving other elements to be regarded as 
inferior and ‘feminine’ (Smith 1998:4). Robyn Longhurst suggests that while 
both men and women have bodies, men are thought to speak universal 
knowledge (outside a particular bodily location), whereas women have 
located knowledge (bound by instincts, rhythms and desires) (Longhurst 
1998:20).  
 
Doreen Massey takes this further arguing that the dualism between Reason 
and non-Reason is also a dualism between transcendence and immanence 
(Massey 1998). Drawing from Lloyd’s discussion of how science in its 
transcendent realm is opposed to the static (reproduction and living-in-the 
present), which is called immanence, Massey shows how gender 
connotations valorise the former as socially characterised masculine. 
Indeed Massey reminds us that ‘transcendence,’ in its origins, “is a 
transcendence of the feminine” (Massey 1998:161).  
 
This paper as an investigation of the male body, masculinities and 
architectural proportion draws from men’s studies, in which men and 
masculinity are specifically targeted as objects of study. The discussion 
necessarily includes women’s bodies and femininities as part of gender 
construction; however, this paper does not pursue this relationship. Other 
architectural theorists such as Diana Agrest have discussed patriarchy and 
phallocentricm in the texts of renaissance theorists, including male 
centeredness, anthropomorphism and the repression of women and 
women’s body (Agrest 1991:173). This paper is particularly concerned with 
the male body and constructions of masculinity as inscribed in classical 
architecture through proportion, harmony and the orders. 
 
Proportion, rules and the body 
Throughout history both the theory and practice of architecture has been 
subject to various forms of ideal mathematical measurements as well as 
those based on approximations. Of the former type we find architects and 
theorists striving for perfection through mathematical exactitude, geometry 
and proportion as a universal ‘truth’ for composing form and space. Closely 
allied to a search for beauty and perfection a number of ‘rules’ were 
devised for composing the whole and the parts. Whilst many of these rules 
refer to the parts of architecture and their mathematical construction, some 
relate to ideal proportions for rooms, halls and galleries. However, it is fairly 
clear that Vitruvius’s proposed system of proportion was both analytical and 
commensurable, based on the use of scales and preferred dimensions 
linked in patterns of proportional relationships (Scholfield 1998). 
 
The Vitruvian project makes an analogy between the proportional relations 
of the human body and architecture, particularly the orders. We are told 
that the measures are derived from the human body, which in most cases 
is the male body and includes the finger, palm, foot and cubit, including 
detailed analysis of the human head. The text offers no indication as to how 
measurements were obtained, unlike Alberti several hundred years later. In 
De Statura Leon Battista Alberti’s methodology is to measure a sample of 
human bodies (both real and statues) to within accuracy of one in six 
hundred. He measures these bodies and after eliminating the extremes 
arrives at a mean value.  
 
Proportion and rules are conditioning systems that allow the architect to 
step out of an obligation to immanence, and are overlaid as a valid ‘truth’ 
claim. That is “a proportional system will provide the designer with 
‘authority’ for a great many decisions about the shape of a figure … which 
otherwise would depend on his personal judgment.” (Broadbent 1973:35). 
In effect these rules provide reason for action and are themselves 
reasoned.  
 
Gendering mathematical ideals 
In his seminal text De architectura the Augustan scholar Vitruvius sites form 
and mathematics squarely on the human body as a paradigm for design, “in 
the human body there is a kind of symmetrical harmony between forearm, 
foot, palm, finger and other small parts; and so it is with perfect buildings” 
(Vitruvius 1960:I, II, 4). Vitruvius invites the design of buildings and 
fortifications etc. to be in accord with the human body. Proportions of part-
to-part and part-to-whole are based on the human body – face limbs fingers 
etc. This proposition sets the ground for an argument that relates harmony, 
symmetry and eurythmy to the human body, and is exemplified in a 
discussion of symmetry, temples and the human body, where Vitruvius 
includes a discussion of both ideal facial proportions and the height of the 
body in relation to the length of a foot (Vitruvius 1960:III, I, 2). But whereas 
for temples these symmetrical proportions are held in place as different 
parts relating to the whole, for the human body “the central point is naturally 
the navel” (Vitruvius 1960:III, I, 3). He suggests that when the human figure 
is laid horizontally with outstretched arms and legs it is possible to derive 
the circle and square. But Vitruvius immediately replaces the gender non-
specific navel of the human body for that of “a man” and draws a circle from 
this centre point that touches fingertips and toes. By replacing the gender 
non-specific navel for that of “a man” the male body is inscribed into the 
circle and square (Vitruvius 1931:III, I, 3) (Vitruvius 1960:III, I, 3). The navel 
as a mark of birth/origin from woman is appropriated and absorbed into the 
male body. 
 
Under this conception ideal geometry and proportions are given specific 
gender identifications, and it is the male body that is the model and 
organiser of the parts. This position is arrived at after Vitruvius initially 
introduces the reader to the human body, its proportions and its relationship 
to harmonious architecture. Carefully constructed genderless human 
analogies are offered, and referred to prior to the overlay of the male body. 
The process is subtle, one in which he freely interchanges “human body” 
with “man” seamlessly overlaying one with the other. In Vitruvius’s text the 
interchanging of “human body” with “man” throughout the discussion of 
proportion places man in the subject position, such that inherent 
universalising conditions are appropriated by the masculine. It is a kind of 
seduction or initiation into a way of seeing that is eventually unquestioned. 
The male body is inscribed through geometric proportions onto 
architecture. The upright male figure is laid down; Vitruvian man is turned 
through the right angle to lie upon his back, a location that allows the 
phallus to stand upright.  
 
As further elaboration of the argument for human based proportions unfold 
using the term “human body,” it is clearly no longer a genderless body, but 
is now male. Fundamental measures derived from the body are also 
discussed whether it be the genderless “perfect number” ten – made up of 
the fingers of the two palms, or the gendered “perfect number” six – 
measured through the foot as “one sixth of a man’s height” (Vitruvius 
1960:III, I, 7). The latter also being the premise of the Doric column, which 
“as used in buildings, began to exhibit the proportions, strength and beauty 
of the body of a man” (Vitruvius 1960:IV, I, 6). As translated in Vitruvius 
(1931:IV, I, 6) the Doric column is used to “furnish the proportion of a man’s 
body its strength and grace.” Particular proportions and mathematical 
relationships are found in the “articulation of the body” (Vitruvius 1960:III, I, 
9). Moreover Vitruvius also notes the Doric as being appropriate for 
temples of Minerva, Mars and Hercules, “the virile strength of these gods 
makes daintiness entirely inappropriate to their houses” (Vitruvius 1960:I, II, 
5) also translated as; “for to these gods, because of their might, building 
ought to be erected without embellishments” (Vitruvius 1931:I, II, 5). The 
proportion of the Doric column is analogically equated with strength and 
beauty, which includes a “well shaped man” (Vitruvius 1960:III, I, 1) and “a 
finely shaped body” (Vitruvius 1931:III, I, 1). In adding gender into the 
equation and praising the male body, architecture in the public domain now 
captures and reflects an ideal masculinity.  
 
For many architects and architectural theorists following the Classical 
canon, Vitruvius had a noteworthy impact. Gwilt in an echo of Vitruvius 
refers to the Doric column being derived from the human figure and the 
Ionic from the female figure (Gwilt 1854:61) (Chambers 1825:32). The 
outcome being two sets of proportions “one of masculine character, without 
ornament, the other of a character approaching delicacy, decorations, and 
proportions of a female figure (Gwilt 1854:61). The two translations from 
this century confirm these particular gendered constructions. In Vitruvius 
(1966: IV, I, 7) the Doric borrows “manly beauty, naked and unadorned,” 
and the Ionic “the delicacy, adornment, and proportions characteristic of 
woman.” Whereas Vitruvius (1931) describes Doric as “manlike in 
appearance, bare, unadorned” and the other Ionic as “feminine.” 
Masculinity is declared through nakedness femininity through covering up. 
Proportions in the orders are separated into masculine unadorned and 
bare, and feminine ornamented decorative delicate. Here the decorative 
and delicate are deemed non-masculine. 
 
Although Gwilt upheld that proportional rules were either founded in nature 
or reason he acknowledged that they are not empirically based and their 
origin may not be apparent (Gwilt 1854:681). But like other scholars before 
him, he discusses proportion through ‘first principles’ and to a certain extent 
sees proportion as an objective and universalising value system.  
 
Henry Wooton in the Elements of Architecture also follows Vitruvius’s 
discussion of the origin of the three orders (Doric, Ionic and Corinthian), 
further including the Tuscan and Composite. For Wooton the proportion of 
the Tuscan “a plain massive and rural pillar,” is linked analogically to the 
“sturdy limbed labourer homely clad” (Wooton 1642:33). The Doric is 
compared to those that follow and has a more ‘masculine’ aspect being “a 
little trimmer than the Tuscan save a sober garnishment now and then of 
lions heads” (Wooton 1642:33). Lions’ heads like rams’ skulls are manly 
ornamentation. The Ionic on the other hand “represents a kind of feminine 
slenderness, not like a light housewife, but in a decent dressing, hath much 
of the matrone” (Wooton 1642:36). And for Gwilt (1854:686) the Ionic is 
found to be “bearing the resemblance of the folds of a matronal garment.” 
 
For Renaissance architects such as Leon Battista Alberti and Andrea 
Palladio a more analytical search for beauty through mathematical 
proportion was promoted above the anthropomorphic. During this period 
the project of classicism was upheld by universalising principles that saw 
mathematics as solving architecture and history. For example Palladio in 
his text Quattro libri dell’architectura published in 1570 (English translation 
in 1715 by Giacomo Leoni) affirms a scientific mathematical architecture, 
one that contains the “possibility of materialising the ‘certain truth’ of 
architecture,” (Wittkower 1949:62). However, in relation to proportion 
Palladio avoids aesthetic speculation and generally concentrates on the 
evidence provided in antiquity. On one occasion he makes a brief 
comparison between the structure of the human body and a building – but it 
is never gendered (Palladio 1560:bkII, ch2). Only in relation to the ‘Forms 
of Temples’ does Palladio offer an indication that a particular order is 
appropriate to a particular gender. He suggests that for the ornaments to 
the gods Mars and Hercules, they used the Doric order because “to the 
gods of soldiery …. they said fabrics without delicacy and neatness were 
most suitable” (Palladio 1560:bkVI, ch11). By implication the male soldiers 
masculinity is described as being ‘without delicacy and neatness’ – not 
unlike Gwilt’s Tuscan ‘rough labourer.’  
 
In Sebastiano Serlio’s Architettura (1547) there is a discussion of the 
appropriate use of the Doric that acknowledges the ancients dedication of 
the order to various robust gods. But he argues that as a Christian it is also 
appropriate for a temple consecrated to Jesus Christ – since Saints also 
professed to be soldiers, “but were manly and strong in leading their lives in 
the faith of Christ” (Serlio 1547:bkIV, chVI). Not content to confine the Doric 
to divinities he continues by advocating its use for buildings intended for 
men of arms and robust characters such that “the more robust the 
character, the more appropriate is work of greater solidity.” This portrayal of 
masculinity and architecture is generally consistent with earlier gender 
constructions. However, Serlio offers a small deviation from the normative 
standard and acknowledges the possibility of another masculinity. He 
suggests that if a man, however warlike, “also has a delicate side to him, 
then the work could be carved with some delicacy” (Serlio 1547:bkIV, chVI). 
The concession to delicacy is predicated on the male being warlike. Lin 
Foxhall (1998:4) suggests that though violence is integrated into the 
definition of manhood for both Athenian men and Roman soldiers, the 
weeping hero’s of Homer’s Iliad “maintain their masculinity despite 
potentially ‘feminine’ emotional displays, through their prowess in battle.”  
 
Much of Palladio’s thought was indebted to Alberti who like most 
renaissance architects also subscribed to mathematical definitions of 
beauty. For architecture this was articulated in his text De re Architectoria 
written about 1450. And although Rykwert’s 1988 translation (from 
Orlandi’s 1966 Latin text) shows a comparison between building and the 
body as does Leoni’s 1726 translation (from Bartoli’s Italian text), it is 
difficult to determine which body is referenced. For example Rykwert’s 
translation states “a building may be considered as being made up of close 
fitting smaller buildings, joined together like members of the whole body” 
(Alberti 1988:bkI ch2) whereas Leoni’s translation of the same passage 
states “the whole edifice thus formed and constructed of these its 
members, seems to be full of lesser edifices” (Alberti 1965:bkI ch2). 
Another section of the text states; “and as the members of the body are 
corespondent to each other, so it is fit that one part should answer the other 
in building” (Alberti 1965:bkI ch9), whereas Rykwert’s translates this as 
“just as with animals members relate to members, so too in buildings part 
ought to relate to part” (Alberti 1988:bkI ch9). In neither case is the body 
specifically referred to as human – let alone male. 
 
Not all followers of Vitruvian classicism pursued the analogical relationship. 
Gibbs (1732) provides methods and rules for dividing principle members 
and their parts (part to part and part to whole) as a series of rules. His work 
remains entirely the province of mathematics - never associating it with the 
body. However, as already noted such rational scientific understanding 
carries with it gender connotations that architecture is the realm of science 
and the province of masculine ideology which remains largely 
transcendent.  
 
Masculinity and proportion 
Vitruvius’s description of the well shaped male body and its 
correspondence to proportion, harmony and the orders has a claimed 
universal and generic masculinity. The male body is finely shaped having 
strength and grace, neither to rough nor to delicate, trim but not slender, 
and is naked and unadorned. This construction of masculinity valorises 
muscularity, strength, unadornment and roughness, relegating the delicate, 
decorative and tidy to the feminine. Roman conventions of masculinity and 
femininity sees ‘feminine’ as powerless and vulnerable combined with 
subservience and softness, whereas the male is characterised by self-
control and ‘dignitas’ (Green 2000:241).  
 
The archaeologist and art historian Johann Joachim Winklemann in his 
studies of Greek sculpture, particularly young male athletes, observed how 
their bodies and compartment exemplified power and virility, harmony, 
proportion and self-control. He describes the Greek statues through the 
build of their bodies and their “noble simplicity and quiet grandeur” (Mosse 
1996:29). The ideal body projected both strength and restraint, the beauty 
of which is also informed by Winklemann’s own homosexuality and 
homoerotic sensibility, and his desire for the ephebic male body. This 
image informs the ideal of narrative masculinity. In advancing this as a 
normative standard for male beauty he determined that it could be achieved 
through the gymnasium. Winkleman’s attention was now focussed on 
gymnastic exercise as a means of demonstrating the manly contours and 
sublime beauty of the naked male body (Mosse 1996:40). A body that 
epitomises the Vitruvian man. 
 
The issue of the male body and body building is also taken up by the 
architect and theorist Greg Lynn who reminds us of the “instability of any 
paradigm that depends on a fixed and singular body” (Lynn 1995:44). He 
attempts to show this by suggesting that Le Corbusier’s Modulor and boxer 
disintegrate classical proportional stasis because the boxer must “exercise 
to its proportional stasis,” and is capable of development beyond “proper 
size and shape” (Lynn 1995:45). Such references may indeed, as he 
suggests, frustrate the possibility for mathematical proportion to be based 
in any static body. But is the body builder’s body any more unnatural than 
that of Vitruvian man, indeed is it different? 
 
Borrowing an architectural metaphor the male bodybuilder constructs “a 
building on the site that was his body” (Ian 1996:189). It is an attempt to 
build a better or different body, and one in which Marcia Ian claims involves 
replacing one form with another, substituting ‘hard rock’ for soft, 
monumental for human, and masculine for the feminine. Significantly there 
is also posed the question of whether ideal masculinity can be 
distinguished from femininity. Ian proposes that the body that is built is to 
be hard as marble and is usually called by transcendent metaphors such as 
Greek statue, Colossus and Davidian. Moreover building the ‘well shaped 
man’ is to build the body as a ‘Greek temple.’ Perhaps such use of classical 
metaphors posits the bodybuilder as the Vitruvian man, and not something 
beyond ‘proper size and shape.’  
 
In this bodybuilding world the masculine male body is judged on the 
muscularity of the physique, whereas for women’s bodybuilding it is to have 
shape, as well as muscular development – provided it is not to massive. By 
implication shape as a sign of the female is not included in muscularity or 
hegemonic masculinity.  
 
Construction of masculinities may be understood in a broader context, and 
as Law (1999) acknowledges is one that recognises the emergence of 
particular masculinities in different historical periods. As a historical creation 
they change and are displaced over time in relation to historical events 
(Law 1999:24). For example it is recognised that gender as a means of 
structuring social practice in general “is involved with other social structure. 
It interacts with class and race” (McDowell 1997:24). Evidently there is a 
growing recognition of multiple masculinities. They are plural, meaning 
alternate versions of masculinity exist and may co-exist or conflict in society 
at any given moment. Inasmuch as masculinities are constituted in part by 
categories of social ordering such as class, race and sexuality. (Berg 
1999:67).  
 
Particular views of masculinity are constructed by society; Star (1999) cites 
the work of Lynne that demonstrates a particular occasion since the mid 
1980’s. Lynne shows how an unimpeachable view of masculinity as part of 
the ‘natural order’ stems from the idea that muscles are markers of 
masculinity. A semiotic framework of symbol systems, adapted by social 
semioticians constructs a hegemonic masculinity of power and domination 
that emerges when male muscularity is used as a marker of strength and 
superiority. This as Lynne shows is argued as biologically credible and 
natural, since women cannot generally rival the male physique (Star 
1999:39). The outcome being a hegemonic masculinity that emphasises 
strength. 
 
Hegemonic masculinity is not a fixed character type that is always the 
same, it is “the masculinity that occupies the hegemonic position in a given 
pattern of gender relations, a position always contestable” (Connell 
1997:48). It is therefore not transcendent but relates to a given pattern of 
gender relations. Anything outside the hegemonic framework, i.e. anything 
not meeting the normative standards are expelled and usually placed in the 
feminine. Witness the vitriolic homophobic outbursts against male 
effeminacy and gay men, including those practicing a “fastidious taste in 
home decorating” (Connell 1997:50). The fear of appearing female in 
effeminate stasis “is perhaps the most important ingredient in the 
fashioning of hegemonic masculinity” (Klein 1993:269). 
 
Just as the projected masculine characteristics of the Doric and Tuscan 
support a hegemonic masculinity of strength, they also expel the decorative 
and delicate as feminine. The Doric stands for the notion of well-
proportioned masculinity as pathologically stable. The message is clear, 
architecture subscribes to this particular hegemonic masculinity in support 
of patriarchy. As the preferred order for temples to the gods Mars and 
Hercules, it is acknowledged by Vitruvius that the Doric is also appropriate 
for certain nobles. Apart from Serlio the treaties examined here promote a 
hegemonic masculinity of strength and bareness that infer a normative 
standard of masculinity. But as Connell (1997:50) notes not many men 
meet the normative standard – particularly the hegemonic pattern. Serlio’s 




This paper has concerned itself primarily with the anthropomorphic 
identification of the human male body within the architecture of the ancients 
and the rules that support this system of architecture. It has observed that 
the gendering of inanimate objects, a process in which “the inanimate 
object is given a place in the social world” (Lovelock 1999:122) also 
conditions our social understanding of masculinity and femininity. Once 
gendered, initially into sex difference (male/female) and secondly into 
masculinity and femininity, it can be reacted to as though it were human. 
Generally machines are gendered feminine (ships, cars etc), as is 
architecture. However, within the structure of architecture there appears 
secondary systems of gender identification such as proportion and the male 
body, purity and masculinity, decoration and femininity. Such identifications 
place masculine identity of men as a naked body, strong, stable and 
dependable, and feminine identity of woman as a covered body, fragile, 
unstable and flighty. From here it is easy to see how a slippage occurs that 
equates masculine with structure and feminine with ornament paving the 
way for the structure/ornament debate as a gendered discourse.  
 
One could now argue that the role of proportion and rules through gender 
identification is to locate masculine identity in a historical narrative of the 
structure/ornament debate as already shown via Vitruvius. Further in 
Gwilt’s discussion of beauty, proportion is related to fitness of purpose 
(Gwilt 1854:675). And although it is assumed that proportion has a 
universal understanding this is tempered by knowledge acquisition through 
observation, ornament is given a secondary status bearing no relation to 
the fitness of a form (Gwilt 1854:675).  
 
The relationship between masculinity and architecture as a historical and 
cultural construction values the objective, strong clear rational above the 
self and subjectivity, delicacy and decorativeness. Such a position erases 
the feminine from the male/masculine psyche, and architecture’s projected 
primary hegemonic masculinity is one of the clean, pure, simple and 
unadorned – evidenced by the Modern Movement. Moreover while 
architecture mirrors social interaction, but not the kind advocated by 
Ardener (1981) and Spain (1992), the relationship is fundamentally 
inequitable, since it relates to power and status. 
 
In the search for ideal proportions, architects have traditionally taken their 
clues from antiquity and sought to refine these in relation to purpose and 
hierarchy of importance. The social organization is declared through the 
layout and as Ardener (1981:12) notes “once it is bounded and shaped it is 
no longer merely a neutral background… it exerts its own influence.” 
Ardener alludes to the fact that behaviour and space are mutually 
dependent. For the mathematically minded architect the construction of 
space for one purpose – the pursuit of beauty, will necessarily affect the 
occupants and their actions. Ardener, Spain and other social geographers, 
examine how architecture is used to reinforce “prevailing patterns of 
privilege and to assert power” (Spain 1992:7). For example gender 
stratification in relation to women’s responsibility for domestic tasks is seen 
by Spain (1992:22) as one reason why “women occupy the private sphere 
and men dominate the public arena.” And since geometry proportion and 
ratio were used extensively in the grander more public spaces, above an 
architectural response to social practice, points to their role in male centred 
spatialities that advocate a hegemonic masculinity characterised by being 
bare, unadorned, unfussy, strong, raw, and without ornament. 
 
Architecture is to some degree part of the social world, human life and of 
course the historical moment in which it is located. More specifically the 
architecture of the ancients is caught between ‘real’ material events and 
‘mere’ narrative descriptions. That is the implications of narrating 
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